It's not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.

You can live without it for a few minutes.

If you drop your phone on the tracks, don't jump down to get it. Inform a CTA employee, who will help you.

It's not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.
Don’t worry, It’s coming.

Don’t stand at the edge of the platform. Stay behind the blue tactile edging until the train car has come to a complete stop inside the station.

It’s not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.
Trains can reach 55 mph and can approach more quickly than you realize. It's not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.
Only a few feet separate you from 600 volts of electricity.

The electricity in the third rail that powers CTA trains is deadly. Customers should never leave the platform. If you drop something on the tracks, inform a CTA employee, who will help you.

It’s not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.
It’s not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.
This doesn’t belong here.

You don’t belong here.

It’s not worth your life. Stay off the tracks.